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Highlights 

• During September 2019-August 2020 the Greenland ice sheet experienced ice loss that was 
higher than the 1981-2010 average but substantially lower than the record 2018/19 losses. 

• Abnormal cyclonic atmospheric circulation centered over Greenland promoted normal or 
colder-than-average conditions for the interior and east, with higher air temperatures in the 
north, southwest, and many coastal regions. 

• Albedo during summer 2020 was above average at the ice-sheet-wide scale, with below average 
albedo in the north and south but above average in the central and interior regions, mostly 
aligning with temperature anomalies. 

Introduction 

The Greenland ice sheet sits atop the world's largest island and holds the equivalent of 7.4 m of 
potential sea level rise (Morlighem et al. 2017). Following a period of relative stability from the 1970s to 
early 1990s, the ice sheet began losing ice at an accelerating rate and has now experienced annual net 
ice loss every year since 1998 (Mouginot et al. 2019). The largest annual mass losses since regular 
monitoring began in the 1950s occurred in 2012 and 2019, with losses of -464 ± 62 Gt and -532 ± 58 Gt, 
respectively (Sasgen et al. 2020; estimates including all Greenland glaciers and peripheral ice caps and 
excluding Ellesmere Island). The record ice loss in 2019 is equivalent to ~1.5 mm global sea level rise. 
Total ice loss in 2020 (-293 ± 66 Gt) is substantially less than these record years, in part due to cooler 
summer surface air temperatures and relatively bright surface conditions in the central regions. Overall, 
the number of melt days was slightly above average but with large regional variation. 
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To capture the annual cycle of accumulation (ice gain) and ablation (ice loss), Greenland measurements 
are commonly synthesized from September through August. Hence, the seasons in this essay are 
delineated as autumn (September through November, SON), winter (December through February, DJF), 
spring (March through May, MAM), and summer (June through August, JJA). 

Atmospheric conditions and surface air temperature 

Atmospheric circulation anomalies over Greenland during summer 2020 created strong regional 
differences in surface air temperatures. Abnormal cyclonic circulation promoted near-to-below-average 
air temperatures in the interior and east. Warmer-than-average conditions, however, impacted the 
southern, northern, and most coastal regions (see Fig. 2 in essay Surface Air Temperature). The summer 
2020 circulation anomaly pattern was the opposite to that of 2019, helping to facilitate more moderate 
Greenland ice loss. 

The high regional variability was evident at in situ measurement sites. Measurements at 20 Danish 
Meteorological Institute (DMI) weather stations reported near-to-above-average temperatures 
compared to the 1981-2010 mean, with the exception of winter 2019-2020, when temperatures were 
near to below average at almost all DMI stations. Measurements at 8 weather station transects of the 
Programme for Monitoring of the Greenland Ice Sheet (PROMICE) indicate average summer (JJA) 
temperatures at the ice sheet margin relative to the 1981-2010 period, except at stations KPC_L (+0.6 ± 
0.3°C anomaly), SCO_L (+0.6 ± 0.4°C), KAN_L (+0.5 ± 0.4°C), and THU_L (+1.2 ± 0.4°C) (Fausto and van As 
2019; transect locations in Fig. 3). In the ice sheet interior, Summit Station observations show near to 
slightly above normal temperatures for autumn 2019, spring 2020, and summer 2020, while winter 
2019/20 was significantly colder than average. 

Albedo 

Ice sheet albedo is also important for influencing surface melt. Albedo, which is the fraction of surface 
sunlight reflected, is dependent on ice sheet surface conditions. A high albedo means more sunlight is 
reflected (bright), while a low albedo leads to greater sunlight absorption (dark). During the summer 
season, absorbed sunlight is the dominant energy source for snow and ice melt in the Greenland 
ablation area (the peripheral region across which all winter snow is melted away during the following 
summer) (van den Broeke et al. 2011). Estimated via the MODIS satellite (Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer; after Box et al. 2017), the 2020 summer ice-sheet-wide albedo (80.8%) was near the 
2000-2020 average (79.1%) (Fig. 1b), with dark anomalies in the south and north and bright anomalies 
across the mid-section (Fig. 1a). 

https://doi.org/10.25923/gcw8-2z06
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Fig.  1. (a) Albedo anomaly map for summer (JJA) 2020, relative to a 2000-2009 reference period. Region 
boundaries are marked for the north (NO), northeast (NE), central east (CE), southeast (SE), southwest (SW), 
central west (CW), and northwest (NW), with a green box indicating the K-transect zone. (b) Time series for 
summer albedo of Greenland snow and ice. 

Surface melting 

Daily satellite observations from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) passive 
microwave radiometer allow estimates of surface melt spatial extent and duration (e.g., Mote 2007; 
Tedesco et al. 2013). Estimates of the daily melt extent across the Greenland ice sheet exceeded the 
1981-2010 median (i.e., conditions were warmer) on more than half of the days during summer 2020 
(Fig. 2a). The maximum daily extent reached 33.8% of the ice sheet surface on 10 July, lower than the 
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average maximum extent (1981-2010) of 39.8% (Fig. 2a), though the cumulative melt-day extent for 
2020 was 29.2% higher (18.6 million km2) than the 1981-2010 average (14.4 million km2). 

Fig.  2. (a) SSMIS-derived surface melt area as a percentage of the ice sheet area during 2020 (solid red) and 2012 
(solid purple). (b) Summer 2020 melt anomaly (in number of melting days) with respect to the 1981-2010 period 
and estimated from spaceborne passive microwave observations. 

Compared to previous summers, melt duration exceeded the mean for most of the southwest and 
northeast ablation zone. The northeastern periphery of the ice sheet had more than 30 additional days 
with melt compared to the mean (Fig. 2b). However, in much of the accumulation zone and the west 
central periphery of the ice sheet, melt duration was below the 1981-2010 mean (Fig. 2b). This region 
broadly corresponds to a region of positive albedo anomalies (Fig. 1b) and the patterns are also 
consistent with surface air temperature anomalies (see essay Surface Air Temperature). Discrepancies 
between the melt duration and ablation anomalies, which can result from summer snowfall, occurred in 
the east central periphery of the ice sheet. 

Surface mass balance 

Along with meteorology, the PROMICE weather stations record surface mass balance including ice 
ablation along the ice sheet perimeter. Referencing values to the 1981-2010 mean following van As et 
al. (2016), 2020 ablation anomalies at 5 out of 8 sites along the ice sheet margin were near average, 
within uncertainty. At stations KPC_L (northeast), KAN_L (southwest), and THU_L (northwest) ablation 
was above average with positive anomaly values of 33 ± 29%, 22 ± 20%, and 66 ± 49%, respectively (Fig. 
3). For the 30-year measurement record (1990-2020) available from the K-transect (67° N) in the 
southwestern ablation zone (region indicated in Fig. 1a), summer 2020 ablation was close to the 
measurement period mean. 

https://doi.org/10.25923/gcw8-2z06
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Fig.  3. Net ablation in 2020 measured by PROMICE weather stations along the Greenland ice sheet margin, 
referenced to the 1981-2010 standard period following van As et al. (2016). Circle size is scaled to the ablation in m 
of ice equivalent, and color its anomaly value. White circles with gray outlines indicate anomaly values not 
exceeding methodological and measurement uncertainty. 

Ice discharge and glaciers 

Along with surface ice melt, the Greenland ice sheet loses mass via calving of icebergs from glaciers in 
contact with the ocean (solid ice discharge). PROMICE combines ice thickness estimates with ice velocity 
measurements based on Sentinel-1 satellite data to create a high temporal resolution solid ice discharge 
product integrated over Greenland (following Mankoff et al. 2020). For 1981-2010, the average total 
discharge was ~460 ± 46 Gt yr–1, while average discharge during 2010-2019 was ~487 ± 49 Gt yr–1. As of 
21 October 2020, solid ice discharge for 2020 reached an average of 506 ± 50 Gt yr–1, with the largest 
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contributions from the southeast, following by the northwest (see Fig. 1a for regions). Discharge from 
the central east is slightly greater than from the central west, with the smallest contributions from the 
northeast, north, and southwest. 

If solid ice discharge is more rapid than replacement of glacier ice from ice flow, the glacier front or ice 
edge will retreat and glacier area is lost. The 2019/20 end-of-melt-season area changes for 47 Greenland 
tidewater glacier fronts (selected to provide regional coverage and include major glaciers) show a net 
area loss of 55.4 km2, compared to an average yearly loss of 99.5 km2 for these glaciers since 1999 (Fig. 
4a). Of the 47 glaciers measured during 2019/20 (Fig. 4b), 20 retreated, 12 advanced, and 15 were 
stable (within ±0.2 km2), contrasting somewhat with the higher area loss during 2018/19 in which only 
six glaciers advanced, 29 retreated, and 12 were stable. (Note: Ice loss values are derived following 
Andersen et al. (2019) using Landsat, Aster, and, since 2015, exclusively Sentinel-2 optical satellite 
imagery.) 

Fig.  4. (a) Total area change at 47 major Greenland tidewater glaciers. Glaciers are sampled from across the ice 
sheet periphery at the locations shown in (b). 

Total mass balance 

The total mass change of the ice sheet must be measured to evaluate annual contributions to sea level 
rise. The GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment, 2002-2017) and GRACE-FO (Follow On, 
2018-present) satellite missions have revolutionized the ability to monitor mass changes on the Earth's 
surface. Over the full span of both missions, the average rate of mass loss for the Greenland ice sheet is 
268 ± 14 Gt yr–1 (2-σ model fit uncertainties reported) (Fig. 5). Over the 2018/19 season, a new record 
annual mass loss of 532 ± 58 Gt was observed (Sasgen et al. 2020), marking a dramatic change from the 
decreased annual mass losses of about 100 Gt yr–1 over 2017/18. GRACE-FO data extending through 
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August 2020 show that the September 2019-August 2020 annual mass loss is -293 ± 66 Gt, above the 
multi-mission average but substantially lower than was observed in 2019 (Fig. 5). 

Fig.  5. Total mass change (Gt) of the Greenland ice sheet from April 2002 to August 2020 determined from 
GRACE (2002-2017) and GRACE-FO (2018-Present). An averaging kernel (Wahr et al. 1998) is applied to the JPL 
RL06 Level 2 monthly spherical harmonic solutions after the applied corrections: Geocenter (Sun et al. 2016; 
https://podaac-tools.jpl.nasa.gov/drive/files/allData/grace/docs/TN-13_GEOC_JPL_RL06.txt); C20 and C30 (Loomis 
et al. 2019b, 2020; https://podaac-tools.jpl.nasa.gov/drive/files/allData/gracefo/docs/
TN-14_C30_C20_GSFC_SLR.txt); and glacial isostatic adjustment (Peltier et al. 2018; ICE-6G_D). The applied 
averaging kernel has been tuned to match the trends observed by the NASA GSFC mascons (Loomis et al. 2019a), 
which was designed to mitigate leakage of other nearby mass change signals into the Greenland ice sheet 
estimates. 
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